
 

Bicycle - Fruit

This fresh new and very unique Bicycle deck has them all: it’s instructive,
colorful, great for adults and children, magical, healthy, and different from any
other deck you’ve seen before!
 
It’s instructive: just think of how many fruits can you think of … maybe 10… or
20? With this deck you will learn about 52 different fruits, from the most
commonly known to some you have never dreamed of and that will surprise you. 
 
It’s colorful: rarely has such a colorful and eye catching deck been printed. The
backs of the cards with the standard Bicycle Rider Back design have a beautiful
“nature” green color.  The fruity suits in red, green, purple and yellow have
attractive and original colors. Then on each of the 52 cards there is a different
fruit in full color. The display of the deck is breathtaking!
 
It’s great for adults and children: the very simple nature of the cards will make
them cling in the minds of adults and children alike…  and if they forget the value
of the card they are sure to remember and recognize… the fruit of the card! 
 
It’s Magical: Besides performing your usual card tricks with the different “twist”
given by this deck, as an added bonus, supplied with the deck are some special
cards which will allow you to: take a bight out of the picture of an apple, change a
peach to strawberries and change the picture of a strawberry into a real
strawberry! 
 
It’s healthy: Everybody knows that fruit is good for you. These cards will spark
the interest of both adults and children for fruit, and will make them just want to
get their teeth into one of these healthy fruits. After learning about their existence
whys not get their hands on them and give them a try?
 
Pick a card… and eat the fruit! 
 
• The deck is poker size and has the usual great Bicycle quality.
• Three extra special cards for performing juicy magic routines are supplied
together with a surprising and beautiful fruit Joker.
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